CFP Panel: From Carto- to Atlassemiotics
The 16th international Congress 2020 of the German Semiotic Association
“Transformations of Signs and their Objects“ (Chemnitz, 22. bis 26. September 2020)
To achieve its goals, the German Semiotic Association organizes conferences, colloquia,
workshops, courses, lecture series on core areas of its research fields. Moreover, every three
years the association organizes an international congress.
Within the 16th international congress „Transformations of Signs and their Objects“ (Chemnitz,
22. bis 26. September 2020), the section „Umwelt- und Karto/Atlassemiotik (UKAS)“ invites for
paper proposals.
From Carto- to Atlassemiotics
The section UKAS is a combined section, which connects three applied semiotics environmental, carto- and atlas semiotics and thus strives for a more application and
multidisciplinary orientation.
The panel of the section UKAS is a continuation of the session "Geo, Carto- Atlassemiotics" at
the World Semiotic Congress in Kaunas 2017.
The panel is an interdisciplinary research tribune designed to combine semiotic, ecological,
cartographic, geographical and other traditions. The topics of the lectures should refer to
theoretical-methodological and applied-practical aspects related to various disciplines such as
cartography, ecology, geography, media informatics, history, linguistics, tourism, archeology,
etc.
The panel focuses on theoretical, methodological and practical directions such as:
- theoretical-methodological aspects of the transformation of cartosemiotics
- formation of new semiotic-applied disciplines (e.g., photo-atlassemiotics)
- atlassing and ubiquity as semiotic categories
- analog and digital sign models: semiotic transformations of maps and atlases
- alternative cartography with semiotic-oriented focuses
- etc.
Please send your proposals for papers in German or English (20 minutes) and a short academic
CV by email to Alexander.Wolodtschenko@mailbox.tu-dresden.de no later than 01. December
2019.
The document should include: Title, name of the author, summary of the topic (max. 300
words), affiliation, email address, short-bio, list of publications (max 5).

Contact
Dr. Alexander Wolodtschenko (Alexander.Wolodtschenko@mailbox.tu-dresden.de)
Information to the congress organization
The congress will be held between 22. and 26. September 2020 at the Technical University in
Chemnitz.
Conference conception and organization: Ellen Fricke (ellen.fricke@phil.tu-chemnitz.de),
Professor Germanic Languages, Semiotic and Multimodal Communication, Technical University
Chemnitz.
Conference organization: Matthias Meiler (matthias.meiler@phil.tu-chemnitz.de) and Martin
Siefkes (martin.siefkes@phil.tu-chemnitz.de) as well Jana Bressem and Daniel Schöller.
For additional information please visit <http://www.semiotik.eu/international-conference-of-thegerman-semiotics-society-2020>. We also recommend the calls of the other sections.

